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A family-friendly interior design book from design expert, dad, and funnyman Andrew Howard,
perfect for everyone craving lively, easy-to-adopt design ideas that bring a breath of fresh air to
home decorAndrew Howard knows that design books can be intimidating for the average
homeowner, and he wants to change that. “Rooms that are designed with a capital D can seem
out of reach,” says Andrew. “I think there has to be another way, a middle ground between DIY
and high design. I want people to know there are things they can do right now to improve how
they live, from placing the furniture in a way that is conducive to good conversation, to choosing
the best paint colors, to finding art and accessories that make a house feel more like a home.
These are all things that don’t have to cost a lot of money but can drastically change a space.
There are so many easy, achievable, economical ways to make your home look great, and in this
book I’m excited to share all I know about that with my readers.”
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Lane Finch, “A Must Have for Those Who Love Design. Andrew Howard is one of the most
extraordinary interior designers of our generation and this book proves simply that. His designs
are stunningly beautiful but also livable and realistic. I could read this book one hundred times
over and never get bored! Each page is as exciting as the next. I'm considering this my newest
design bible. If you are an interior designer or just love design itself, this is a MUST HAVE for
your collection.”

Jeff Jones, “Great interior design book for beginners or pros! Perfect for my young family!. I've
never understood interior design. But Andrew Howard makes it incredibly accessible, fun, and
easy to understand/implement in my own home. Nearly every page of this book is a picture of a
beautiful room/space with a simple explanation behind the why and practical and implementable
steps you can take in order to design your room/space.As a family with 5 kids we want a
beautiful, comfortable house that feels like a home but also one that won't get destroyed by juice
boxes, glitter, and handprints. This book gives you all the tools to implement just that.Beyond
young families with kids, Style Comfort Home gives you the playbook to find your style -
whatever it is - and implement it, wherever you are in life.I love this book. It has my highest
recommendation! Oh and check out Andrew's Instagram @andrewjhow, because it's absolutely
hysterical and filled with posts every day about beautiful spaces/homes/tips for designing.”

Susan M Werner, “Possibly the best book on interior design in the last 10 years.. Where do I start
with the accolades? The photos are absolutely breathtaking. The use of fabrics is stunning, and
the notes as to how to choose them are clear and informative and WILL ACTUALLY HELP ME
CHOOSE FABRICS! The interiors are so lovely, so fresh, so modern (and I mean that in the
sense that they look new and “2022”, not “1959”) and each room is tasteful but NOT ”safe or
boring ”. I think that anyone could replicate the looks in most of these rooms and on most
budgets. As an example, there’s a kitchen with painted cabinets, in two tones, and a stunning
backsplash; if I save up for the tiled backsplash and painted my own cabinets, I could have that
look! Anyone who loves design books for inspiration should buy this book.”

HKG2015, “Lots of gorgeous photos, wish it was more instructional. I love Andrew's work so I
purchased this, and given the price of similar books I think the price is very fair. It's a beautiful
collection of his work with some recommendations, I just wish there was more detail on creating
your own perfect space and layering patterns as expertly as he does.”

Anne, “Such a gem!. Everything Andrew Howard does is just magic and this book just goes to
prove it! The book is just as funny and beautiful as his Instagram feed. My favorite room in the
book is his guest room with the most stunning wallpaper and canopy bed. For all my fans of
blue, this book is for you!”



Lindy, “Colorful Ideas for Decorating. Great book for beginners to home decorating. Easy to
follow with many great photos.  Found a few great ideas that I can easily add to my home.”

Kelly Solms Garrison, “Beautiful book. Wonderful inspiration for my own decorating!”

CJN, “Wonderful addition!. So glad to have this book! Andrew Howard is one of my favorite
designers to follow. I’m very glad to have access to his thoughts and guidance in a beautiful
book. So happy to add this one to my stack!Timeless and so well done.”

The book by Andrew Howard has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 63 people have provided feedback.
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